COMMENTS OF COMPUTER & COMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION

On January 7, 2019, the United States Patent and Trademark Office (“the Office”) requested comments on its revised guidance on patentable subject matter eligibility determinations (“the Guidance”). The Computer & Communications Industry Association (“CCIA”) submits the following comments.

I. Summary of CCIA’s Positions

CCIA appreciates the Office’s continued efforts to ensure clear guidance to patent examiners regarding the topic of patentable subject matter eligibility and to ensure that patent applicants can clearly predict whether their applications will fall within the extremely broad range of patent-eligible subject matter that existing case law has set forth. While CCIA appreciates the Guidance’s effort to synthesize a clear rule for examiners to apply, as well as the Guidance’s clear statement that case law continues to control examination, not the Guidance, CCIA notes with concern that some aspects of the Guidance could be misread so as to be non-compliant with existing case law.

In particular, the Guidance fails to explicitly address the category of cases where the Federal Circuit has found that claims directed to “collecting, displaying, and manipulating data” are directed to an abstract idea. Absent clarification, an examiner might read the document’s three categories of abstract ideas as allowing ideas already identified by the Federal Circuit as abstract, leading to the issuance of patents that violate Federal Circuit precedent.

In addition, the Guidance suggests that it is proper to exclude consideration of whether additional claim limitations represent “well-understood, routine, conventional activity” until after Step 2A. This appears to be contrary to the Supreme Court’s guidance in Alice v. CLS Bank, where the Court relied on that exact consideration in determining whether a claim directed to an
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abstract idea “[did] more than simply instruct the practitioner to implement the abstract idea.”

Omission of consideration of the conventionality of claim limitations until the final step of the Alice inquiry may cause examiners to issue claims which would later be struck down as directed to an abstract idea.

II. “Collecting, Displaying, and Manipulating Data”

The Guidance lays out three categories of abstract ideas: mathematical concepts, certain methods of organizing human activity, and mental processes. However, this categorization appears to omit a category of abstract ideas characterized by the Federal Circuit as a “familiar class of claims”—the set of abstract ideas that are directed to “collecting, analyzing, and displaying [] information” or “collecting, displaying, and manipulating data.” While the Federal Circuit has made clear that it does not “suggest that every claim involving the collection, organization, manipulation, or display of data is necessarily directed to an abstract idea,” this familiar class of cases is a significant aspect of the Federal Circuit’s abstract idea jurisprudence and appears not to be explicitly addressed by the Guidance.

The Guidance instead instructs examiners to determine if a given claim is directed to one of the three explicit categories. Although the Digitech case cited in the footnotes to the mathematical concepts section of the Guidance could be read to capture this important class of cases, it is a footnote and there is no explicit discussion of this class of cases. If a given claim does not fall into the three explicit categories, an examiner is directed to only “in rare cases” classify the claim as directed to an abstract idea.

However, the type of claim identified above is not a rare case, but rather a frequently identified form of abstract idea. While the Guidance makes clear that it is not substantive rulemaking and does not overrule case law—nor could it—examiners rely on the instructions promulgated by the Office to direct them in examination. By omitting explicit discussion of this grouping of abstract ideas, the Guidance requires examiners to make the difficult choice between either broadly reading a single footnote to incorporate a class of claims or else ignoring a significant portion of binding case law.

Rather than relying on examiners to recognize that case law requires them to reject this type of abstract idea utilizing the catch-all provision of Section III.C, or the Digitech footnote, the Guidance should be updated to summarize and provide examiners with an explicit pathway for rejection of this class of claims.
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III. Conventionality and Step 2A

The Guidance requires examiners not to consider conventionality of claim limitations at Step 2A, when the examiner determines if the claim integrates the abstract idea into a practical application. However, this is not consistent with the Federal Circuit or Supreme Court’s approach to analyzing this question. Both the Federal Circuit and the Supreme Court consider conventionality as part of the entirety of Step 2, not solely when considering inventive concept as in Step 2B.

Removing conventionality from the Step 2A analysis for computer-implemented inventions runs the risk of allowing subject matter that is clearly ineligible. For example, the claim in Two-Way Media was directed to an abstract idea. That abstract idea was integrated into a practical application—that of streaming audio-visual data to multiple users and tracking the time during which each user receives the streamed data. However, nothing in the claimed invention “require[d] anything other than conventional computer and network components operating according to their ordinary functions” and thus the Federal Circuit found the claim to be ineligible.10 Similarly, in UFRF v. GE, the Federal Circuit, in applying Alice Step 2, considered conventionality as part of the inquiry into whether the limitations of the claim transform the abstract idea into significantly more than just the abstract idea.11 Failure to consider conventionality when examining practical applications runs the risk of allowing claims that will later be found ineligible.

And in cases such as DDR Holdings where the claimed invention was found eligible, the Federal Circuit relied on the unconventionality of the ordered combination of the claim limitations to find that the invention related to something more than simply an abstract idea.12 Lack of consideration of conventionality in Step 2A also runs the risk of judging ineligible claims that might have been found eligible if the conventionality of the ordered combination of claim limitations was examined.

Further, in distinguishing between computer-implemented abstract claims such as those in Two-Way Media or UFRF and computer-implemented non-abstract claims such as those in DDR Holdings, one important factor is determining whether the claim recites an improvement to an area of computer technology. That inquiry requires a comparison of the claim to “routine, conventional, and well-understood” computer technology in order to determine whether the claim represents such an improvement or not.

A failure to consider conventionality as part of this inquiry risks creating errors in determining whether a given claim meets the patentability inquiry set forth in Alice: whether “the balance of the claim adds ‘significantly more’.”13 Conventionality is a key guidepost, though not the sole test, for whether a claim has done so, and should be considered as part of Step 2A’s role in the inquiry into whether the balance of the claim has added significantly more to the abstract idea.
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IV. Summary

CCIA appreciates the Office’s consideration of these comments on the Guidance. CCIA respectfully suggests clarification and correction of the Guidance with respect to the above-identified issues.
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